Calumet Region Photo Club

8TH ANNUAL

2017 Photography Clinic

Saturday, February 18, 2017

The Center for Visual and Performing Arts
1040 Ridge Road, Munster, IN 46321

CLINIC SCHEDULE:
8:00am—9:00am  Registration/Continental Breakfast
9:00am—4:00pm  Presentation by Speaker Ed Post
12:00pm—1:00pm Luncheon

Our speaker Ed Post is a lawyer and retired circuit court judge residing in Grand Haven, Michigan. He teaches photography at Meijer Botanical Gardens in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Each year he leads field trips and lectures at the Summer Weekend of Photography sponsored by Southwest Michigan Council of Camera Clubs (SWMCCC). Ed also presented at the Photographic Society of America (PSA) national conference in Yellowstone and Portland. He also worked as a part-time photojournalist for 15 years covering sports, features, and breaking news for the local newspaper. His work has been honored by the Michigan Press Association. Ed’s specialty is landscape and nature photography.

Digital Photography—The Foundation for Mastery
We will look at the science of capturing a digital image and explore why it’s important to know how your camera and computer capture and optimize images. Terms like ISO, tone, white balance, resolution, focal length, file format, and autofocus are among the many subjects explored and explained. Even the well-seasoned photographer will gain some new insights and better appreciation of these often misunderstood digital concepts.

Light & Exposure—How to Find It, Fix It, and Record It
Light is the single most important element of any image. We’ll examine the characteristics of light: Color, Quantity, Quality, and Direction. The idea of “Dynamic Range” is also explored. We’ll answer the question of how to find good light, how to fix bad light through use of tools like filters, diffusers, HDR, and fill flash. Learn how the light meter works and thinks and then learn how to take control of your camera’s exposure modes. Finally, we’ll look at obtaining proper exposure for specific situations including waterfalls, the moon, snow, sunrise/sunset, and the Milky Way, to name a few.

Composition—Moving from Pros to Poetry
In this segment we’ll divide composition into two specific acts: the art of seeing photographically and the art of arranging the design elements in the frame. You’ll learn how to make poetic photos, not simply record shots. Finally, we’ll look at basic Zen principals of design and how you can incorporate these timeless design strategies into your photographic designs.

Digital Asset Management (DAM) — Manage Your Photos Like a Pro
Using Adobe Lightroom, we explore a comprehensive strategy for downloading, archiving, and cataloging images in a safe, efficient, and cost effective manner. This segment lays out a complete workflow for managing your digital photos in a way that will allow you to find any image in your collection in seconds, all while keeping your images organized and safe.

Registration must be received by February 11, 2017
To register by check, make check payable to Calumet Region Photo Club and send with this completed application to:
Tom Zmigrocki, 306 North Oakwood Drive, Griffith, IN 46319
For further information, contact (219) 924-0537 or tomzmig@comcast.com
We invite you to visit us at www.calregionphoto.org for additional information about our speaker or clinic.

$75
Includes Luncheon & Continental Breakfast

Name:______________________________________________________________
Camera Club:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
City:________________________    State:____    Zip:________
Email:________________________    Phone:____________